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ONWARD ARTS ANNUAL REPORT 2019-2020 

 
ONWARD ARTS is the ongoing arts programme for Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals NHS Trust. It grew out of the 
Trust’s Art Advisory Group, which formed in 1994, and manages commissions and arts projects across the hospital. It is made up 
of staff and community volunteers. ONWARD ARTS continues to play an important role in our hospitals as art in its widest 
sense has come to be more extensively recognised as a valuable tool in the healing process. Art has been placed in hospitals 
since the 14th Century, so the concept is far from new, but the way that it is now used places a significant emphasis on the 
healing benefits which can help staff, patients, and visitors alike. 
 
 
This document gives a series of snapshots of how the arts here at Brighton and Sussex University Hospitals Trust have 

developed since Chief Executive John Spiers set up the Arts Advisory Group 25 years ago. Since that time, the emerging 

concept of the arts being employed to contribute to the healing process, in a hospital setting, has grown from strength to 

strength right across the world, and we are proud to be part of that movement. 

 
As we are now in the midst of our most ambitious phase of work to date, we look forward to the challenging, ground breaking 
and exciting projects that will be arising in future years to enhance the journeys of staff and patients through the hospital 
environment. 

 
If you would like to find out more about ONWARD ARTS, or tell us about the needs of your department we would love to hear 
from you. Our contact details are: Erin Burns, Strategy & Planning Manager, Room F5, St Marys Hall, Eastern Road, BN2 5JJ or 
via email on : erin.burns@nhs.net 

 
“Environment has a huge impact on health. Works of art can create a welcoming, uplifting space that increases a 
feeling of wellbeing and promotes a positive experience of care. We strongly advocate original art commissions, 
sensitivity to aesthetics and the introduction of nature into medical and other healthcare settings.”    Rosie Jackson, 
Chart for Arts, Health and Wellbeing 

 
Colin Matthews, October 2019 

Chair, ONWARD ARTS 

 
We’d like to especially thank the BSUH Charity for their support on all of the projects to date. None of our work would be po ssible without their help and financial 
assistance. We also gratefully acknowledge the support of the following organisation’s which have helped us turn dreams into real projects:  
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What is   ? 
 

 

ONWARD ARTS seek to improve the experience of patients, visitors and staff and create a healing hospital environment for all. Passionate about 

the arts in health, they advocate the value of integrating the arts into the culture of the Trust and deliver high quality, patient-centered, arts 

projects in partnership with the communities the hospital serves. ONWARD ARTS purchases are made possible through kind donations to BSUH 

Charity; who work with the trust to improve the experience of patients and wellbeing of staff. These include printing and framing costs as well as 

art acquisitions. There currently isn’t a fund for staffing an arts team and therefore all work is by volunteers and limited in its reach.  

 

The Benefit /Accomplishments of ONWARD ARTS 
 
Most recently the volunteer ONWARD ARTS team has been busy improving the lives of staff and patients with the following projects: 
 

 Fine Art Photographs by local artist Lisa Creagh for the new Breastfeeding Room at RSCH. 

 Addition of 7 new pieces in the Maternity Assessment Unit at RSCH. The works have been picked by staff and are on loan to us for 2 
years from Patients in Hospitals, one of our partners.  

 Lease renewal and exchange of Paintings in Hospitals pieces for the ICU, Audiology, and Maternity departments. 

 Plans for 10 new artworks to be delivered to the Maternity department at PRH; also via our partner Paintings in Hospitals. 

 Artworks for the corridor in Audiology, Sussex House. 

 Art stores (Robinson Unit) clear out and assessment of artworks. We are working with the F&E Team to sort through our pieces to find 
them new homes if in good condition or decommission them (and document) if they are damaged and beyond repair. 

 Creating a draft business case for a permanent arts management team to ensure this work carries on and also to ensure once 3Ts is up 
and running we have a dedicated team to roll out exhibitions and patient and staff engagement opportunities. 

ONWARD ARTS is run by a small group of dedicated individuals, who support the wider membership in 

making positive changes across the trust to continually improve  

staff experience and safe patient care – our ‘True North’. 
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How does ONWARD ARTS differ from the CONNECT 3Ts Public Art Programme? 

 

 

          

CONNECT is the public art programme for the 3Ts Hospital Redevelopment.  It will bring a unique quality to the 

new patient and public environments that reflects the hospital’s values of compassionate care for all.  

CONNECT was conceived in 2012 in response to a planning condition from the local authority, Brighton and 

Hove City Council, which mandated BSUH (via the planning consent for 3Ts) to  invest in a public art 

programme. The scale and ambition of the 3Ts redevelopment has created extensive opportunities for 

enhancing the environment and culture of the new hospital through a range of public art commissions, projects 

and programmes developed with a context of local cultural partnerships.   

Artworks created by leading national and international artists, as well as local artists and communities, will 

enhance entrances and reception areas, treatment & waiting rooms, gardens and corridors. 

Alongside this, a key aspiration for CONNECT is to act as a catalyst and resource to support the development of 

ONWARD ARTS.  

CONNECT creates an infrastructure to support and grow ONWARD ARTS including a series of changing 

exhibition spaces, provision for a Community Arts Room and local partnerships with whom ONWARD ARTS can 

take future projects forward.  

 

 

 

1. All-Party Parliamentary Group on Arts, Health & Wellbeing Inquiry Report, 2017. APPG. https://www.culturehealthandwellbeing.org.uk/appg-inquiry/ 

 

The arts are integral 

to health and should 

be recognised as such 

by health services.1 

 

https://www.culturehealthandwellbeing.org.uk/appg-inquiry/
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Our future 

The CONNECT 3Ts Public Art Programme is a condition of the planning permission granted by Brighton City Council that formally stipulates a 

commitment to integrate art into the new development. The Public Art Strategy will act as a catalyst for future development of ONWARD ARTS. 

 

We are hoping to appoint a lead who will oversee the following:   

 

1. Capitalise on the partnerships with Brighton-based arts providers developed though CONNECT, including Photoworks, ONCA and others, 

to support an ongoing arts programme 

2. Programme and manage the exhibition spaces within the 3Ts development, including developing a partnership with Photoworks to 

programme and show work in one of the spaces  

3. Develop and continue a programme of creative activity to support staff wellbeing started with ONCA as part of the CONNECT programme   

4. Develop and manage a programme for the Community Arts Space within the 3Ts build 

5. Work with the Trust to develop a plan to celebrate the opening of the 3Ts 

6. Manage and maintain the artworks commissioned for the 3Ts development (valued at over £300K) along with the other artworks currently 

owned by BSUH. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

2. KSS Academic Health Science Network Briefing for STP and ICS Planning document as related to the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Arts, Health & Wellbeing Inquiry Report, 2017. 

APPG. https://www.culturehealthandwellbeing.org.uk/appg-inquiry/ 

“Every STP/ICS will build on existing partnerships and relationships 

with local authorities and local arts and culture providers:  museum s, 

galleries, theatres, community arts organisations and hospital arts 

programmes .”2 

 

https://www.culturehealthandwellbeing.org.uk/appg-inquiry/
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3Ts – locations of art spaces in the new build 
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An overview of the recent work to date overseen and implemented by 
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KIDNEY UNIT DONATION 

November 2019 
Andrew Fitchett 

Location: Kidney Unit, RSCH 
 

 

 

 

The Kidney Unit at RSCH has 

been given a beautiful large scale 

painting by talented artist and 

renal patient, Andrew Fitchett. 

The piece retails at £3000 and will 

be professionally framed with 

funds from our Charity 

department.  

You can see more of Andrews 

work here:  

http://www.alfristonarts.co.uk/paint

ers.html 

Untitled  by Andrew Fitchett, 2015, 37x53 inches. 
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 THE DEPARTURE LOUNGE 

May 2020 
Erin Burns and the Palliative Care Team 

Locations: Main Entrance at  PRH &  Audrey Emerton Building foyer, RSCH 
 
 
 

  

BSUH staff member and artist Erin Burns 

volunteered in the summer to participate in an art 

installation pop-up in London with the aim of 

getting the public talking about death and dying. 

As part of her experience and training as a Death 

Guide she will deliver, with the help of the 

Palliative Care team lead by Consultant Andreas 

Hiersche, The Departure Lounge pop-up here at 

BSUH. It will be an interactive installation that will 

enable conversations with staff members about 

death and dying. We are partnering with the 

Academy of Medical Sciences who provided the 

materials and Death Guide training materials. 

 

https://www.departure-lounge.org/ 
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 BREAST FEEDING ROOM 
 2019 

Lisa Creagh 
Location: RSCH, Maternity Department 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 

         

Brighton artist Lisa Creagh has generously 

donated 6 large scale photographs from her 

Holding Time series. These beautiful images 

which celebrate women and breastfeeding 

will be hung in the new Breast Feeding Room 

at the County once it has opened. We are 

also looking to commission Creagh to create 

something similar at PRH so that all of our 

new mums regardless of where they have 

their babies have access to beautiful and 

calming environments within which to feed 

their newborns. Erin Burns is leading on this 

project and the printing and mounting costs 

have been generously covered by the BSUH 

Charity. 

https://holdingtime.org/ 

Folding Breastfeeding Portraits by Lisa Creagh, 2015. 
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  CELEBRATING WOMEN IN THE NHS 

2019 
Location: Euan Keats Corridor, PRH 

 
 

 

 

  As the NHS turned 70 in in 2018 Onward Arts launched #BSUH Women to celebrate the 80% of NHS staff who are 

female. The project was funded by generous donations to the BSUH Charity and led by Anna Barnes on behalf of 

Onward Arts. Our aim was to spotlight some inspirational BSUH women and to increase the visibility of female role 

models across all BSUH staff groups. Artist Mary Hooper developed the initial idea into the 2 panels exhibited at the 

PRH Euan Keats Corridor. Photographs of staff were taken by photographer Josie Barnes. 
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PAINTINGS IN HOSPITALS 

2019 
Locations: RSCH: Audiology, ICU, Maternity, and Maternity Assessment Unit 

PRH: Maternity Department 
 
 

 

  

We are partnering again with Paintings in Hospitals 

to bring vibrant original artworks to our staff and 

patients. BSUH has a lease agreement in place 

with PiHs to adorn the walls of multiple 

departments. The process of choosing works is fun, 

collaborative and democratic. Departments pick 

their artworks and have them professionally 

installed for a 2 year period. The PiH contract is 

supported by our Charity fund. BSUH would like to 

roll out to more departments in the coming year. 

The addition of original fine artworks on the wards 

and in clinic rooms creates a calming nurturing 

environment. 

http://www.paintingsinhospitals.org.uk/ 

 Folding Hills by John Brundson, 68cm x81cm. 
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EUAN KEATS CORRIDOR 

2017 

Erin Burns 
Location: Euan Keats Corridor, PRH 

 

 
 
 

  

BSUH Strategy and Planning Manager and 

artist Erin Burns kindly donated images of 

her artworks to be reproduced to don the 

halls of the Euan Keats Corridor at PRH. The 

images are bright and uplifting and the 

feedback has been very favorable with staff 

and patients. Burns’ work is in the collections 

of Great Ormond Street Hospital, The 

Dorchester Hotel in London, and the Ritz 

Carleton in Los Angeles. 

 

www.erinburns.com 

If You Should Fall by Erin Burns, 50cm x 75cm. 
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LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHS 

2015  

Steve Geliot  
Location: Renal Unit 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

These thought provoking images 

were purchased to provide visual 

windows for people who often 

have to wait for long periods in 

the renal unit. A variety of local 

scenes were chosen by staff in 

the department. 

 

www.stevegeliot.com 
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LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHS 
2010  

Speller Milner Design  

Location: Park Centre for Breast Care 
 
 

 
 
 

The new  Park  Centre  is  located  in  a  converted 
former office building just opposite Preston Park. 
Speller- Milner Design were commissioned to make a 
series of large scale landscape photographs for the 
waiting areas, which would have an appropriate 
reference to nature for this setting. The photographs are 
not actually completely monochrome, and have a 
delicate warm tint which brings a very subtle quality of 
comfort to the exquisite details in these carefully 
composed images.    
The fantastic level of detail means that these artworks 
sustain interest over long periods of time as patients 
wait for their appointments.  
The proximity of the park gives patients and staff a very 
welcome place to go and de-stress. 
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BREAST CENTRE ARTWORKS 

2010 
By Float Glass Design (front) 

Dawn Stacey (back) 
Location: 

Park Centre For Breast Care 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Beyond the waiting areas slightly 
smaller scale artworks were chosen to 
create a homely and comforting feeling, 
whilst also maintaining the nature 
themes. Artists include Float Glass 
Design, Dawn Stacey, and gentle 
abstract works in the quiet rooms by 
Barbara Delaney, and dream like 
garden landscapes by Luella Martin. 
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CRUMPLESLIDE 
2009 

Walter Jack Studio 
Location: Royal Alexandra 

Children’s Hospital 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Crumpleslide is a sculpture on which you 
can play. Created for a very challenging 
site with steep banks and restricted 
space, Crumpleslide turns these 
difficulties into assets, making the most 
of the slopes, and unlike a “normal” slide, it 
invites the children to play and explore a 
number of possible journeys down a 
pretend mountainside. 
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LIFE BEGINS 

2009 

 George Cutts 
polished stainless steel 

play sculpture 
Location: level 6 Royal Alexandra 

Children’s Hospital 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The sculpture works like a fairground 
hall of mirrors, making crazy 
reflections in its convex and concave 
surfaces, different curves making 
different distortions. Set on safety 
matting, children are encouraged to 
climb on this artwork and have fun.
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NICHE PROJECTS 

2008 
Juliette Pearce and Nancy Evans  

Location: nurses stations Royal Alexandra Children’s Hospital 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

The new Children’s hospital was designed 

with the active input of a Children and 

Young People’s Board. One of the many 

contributions to the design was  the  idea  

for little niches or portholes at child’s-eye 

view. These papier maché creatures were 

made by young patients working with two 

artists: Nancy Evans and Juliette Pearce. 

Eventually there were more than enough 

to populate all the illuminated nurses’ 

stations throughout the building. This 

artist’s residency was funded by the 

Wallace and Grommit. 
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OASIS ARTWORKS 

2007 
Walter Bailey 

Location: Oasis Multi-faith Space  
Royal Alexandra Children’s Hospital 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
These  large  yet  intricate  oak 
carvings were designed to bring a 
sense of peace and balance to 
this important space where 
parents and children can enjoy an 
atmosphere which  is  conducive  
to contemplation,  prayer  and 
emotional recharging. 
 
http://www.walterbailey.co.uk/
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    BUOYS 
2006  

Ally Wallace 
Location: outside Royal Alexandra 

Children’s Hospital 
 

 
 
 
 
 

The Buoys form a distinctive and welcoming 
landmark as you approach the children’s 
hospital from Upper Abbey Road. The shapes and 
colours are reminiscent of children’s toys, and 
blend well with the colours and children’s ark 
form of the building. Ally had the shapes made 
from spun aluminium, which was then powder 
coated, and the nine columns colonise the 
landscape around the entrance area. The vertical 
forms also have a CONNECTion with Constantin 
Brancusi’s “Endless Column”  which was made in 
Romania in 1938, and both artworks lead the eye 
upwards to the sky. This artwork was funded 
through Arts Council England’s Grants for the 
Arts. 
 
  

             www.allywallace.co.uk/Brighton- Kids-Hospital-2007 
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PETER HILES MEMORIAL 

2001 
Will Lasdun 

Location: Isis Courtyard 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Peter Hiles was one the first supporters of the arts at 
BSUH, realising how the arts can be used to benefit 
patients and staff enhancing the atmosphere of the 
caring environment. Peter was in charge of the 
commissioning team responsible for the development of 
the Millennium Wing. 

 
This three meter diameter wall relief in stainless steel 
incorporates images of Peter’s passions and interests: 
shire horses, rugby, cricket and the Sussex 
countryside. A miniature version was cast in silver as a 
brooch and presented to his widow. 

 
N.B. The memorial will be difficult to access during the 
the 3Ts build period 
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ISIS 
1998 

Will Lasdun 
New location: St Mary’s Hall 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Commissioned as part of a major extension 
programme, the sculpture depicts the ancient 
Egyptian goddess Isis who used her wings to 
breathe  new  life  into  the  old  and  the  sick.  Isis 
was seen as a maternal figure and a symbol of 
growth   and nourishment, and was often shown 
with a vulture’s head dress. This sculpture is a 
metamorphic figure, half bird, half woman made 
from marble resin and standing 2.5 meters high. 

 
The cloak spreads out beneath the sculpture 
through a change in the colour in the paving slabs 
in the courtyard, helping the sculpture to integrate 
with the space in which it stands. 
 

http://www.williamlasdun.com/ 
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HOMEOSTASIS 
Architectural glass commission 

Float Glass Design 
Location: Foyer of The Audrey Emerton Building 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Funded  through  Brighton  and  Hove  City  Council’s 
Percent for art mechanism, this impressive artwork 
was inspired by cells seen under the microscope. Kiln 
fired glass with metal leaf and coloured details form 
an eye catching composition which greets visitors to 
the  Audrey  Emerton  Building,  where  conferences, 
lectures, teaching and other such activities take place. 
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BOY AND GIRL 
2007 

By Jon Mills 
Location: North Car Park 
outside Royal Alexandra 

Children’s Hospital 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Renowned Brighton artist Jon Mills generously 
donated  the  Boy  and  Girl  sculptures  after  they 
had been on show as part of a major retrospective 
exhibition at Brighton Museum and Art Gallery. 
Made from colourful powder-coated steel they 
create a friendly welcome at the entrance to the 
children’s hospital.  Wit, humour and cartoon-like 
qualities have long been a feature of Jon’s work 
which in this instance help to bring cheer as you 
arrive. 

 
As well as making sculptures Jon has now begun 
creating wonderful humorous books for children. 
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SOUND AND SONG 
Lou Beckerman 

 Therapy sessions  
Location: The Royal Alexandra Children’s Hospital 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Lou Beckerman trained originally as a fine artist, and then 
as a nurse going on to become a practice nurse and also a 
professional midwife and then became a professional 
musician. Music, has always been a big part of Lou’s life 
and those of us who have been present when Lou sets her 
extraordinary voice free, can bear witness to the powerful 
positive emotional and physiological effects which she 
creates. Working wherever she is needed, with children in 
the Alex, or adult and elderly patients in the main hospital 
and at the Princess Royal, Haywards Heath, Lou has an 
uncanny ability to change the energy in the room and help 
people   begin   to   smile   and   laugh   and   feel   positively 
motivated where they had perhaps been down, afraid or 
ready to give up. 

 
Homegrown Films made a sensitive and emotional film of 
Lou’s work at the Alex work in 2009. 
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SOUNDING OUT & 
JUST A SONG AT TWILIGHT 

Lou Beckerman 
Sound and song therapy sessions 

Location: The Princess Royal Hospital
 & Brighton General Hospital 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Just A Song At Twilight was initially a twelve week 
project which Lou ran with frail older patients at 
Brighton General Hospital in 2003/2004. The project 
was seen as so successful that it was extended for a 
six month period. 

 
Sounding Out was also a six month project with 
patients at the Stroke Rehabilitation unit at Haywards 
Heath. A moving film of this project was made by 
Barbara Myers and Paul Loman of Homegrown films, 
and can be seen at: 
 
 
www.homegrownfilms.co.uk 

http://www.homegrownfilms.co.uk/
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bo><clever 
 
In partnership with The Sussex Kidney Unit, Brighton and Sussex 

University Hospitals NHS Trust present a short film:  

FLOW 
Journeys into Renal Care 

 
 
 
 

Nobody knows what it’s like to be on dialysis -except if you are on dialysis. 
 
Nobody knows what it’s like to be told that you have renal failure -except 

those who have been told.  

 
Nobody knows what it’s like to hope for a kidney - knowing that a donor may 

never appear. 

 

FLOW 

Sussex Kidney Unit  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Box Clever was commissioned to make a 
film recording how patients cope with renal 
failure, dialysis and transplant in everyday life. 
 
The resulting DVD was made available to new 
patients at the Sussex Kidney Unit, providing 
the reassurance of seeing the experience of 
other people in a similar situation, and 
giving a very h o n e s t , real but positive idea 
of what life might hold for them. 
 

 

https://www.boxclever.media/
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RELAX AND DREAM 
Kate Murdoch 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Relax   and   Dream   is   a   DVD   of 
ambient films created in natural 
settings set to soothing music. It is 
used on the wards and in certain 
waiting areas to reduce stress and 
create a feeling of calm. 
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Floral Batik 
Jeni Sharpstone 

Location: Cancer Centre Chemotherapy waiting room 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Jeni Sharpstone was chair of ONWARD 
ARTS for many years until her passing in 
2013. A passionate advocate for the arts in 
healthcare, Jeni was herself a talented 
artist. This piece was kindly donated by 
her family and is appropriately on display 
in the Sussex Cancer Centre. 
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BRIGHTON VIEW LIGHT BOXES 
Steve Geliot 

Location: Orthoptics Waiting Area 
 
 

CERAMIC PANELS 
Angela Evans 

Location: Children’s Waiting Area 

Sussex Eye Hospital 
 
 
 
 

The refurbished outpatients area within the Eye Hospital    

required   a   sensitive   approach;    both new r o o m s  

f e a t u r e d  l i t t l e  n a t u r a l  l i gh t , a n d  o n e  was   a 

waiting areas specifically   for children. 

We decided to use work with ceramicist Angela  Evans 

in  the  children’s  waiting  area  both  for  infection 

control reasons, and to provide something which was 

tactile, as well as lovely to look at. We met the challenge of  

limited  natural  light  in  the  adult  waiting  area by 

using two back lit landscape photographs from Steve  

Geliot. 

This p r o j e c t  was f u n d e d  v i a  both the 

R o c k i n g h o r s e  C h a r i t y  a s  w e l l  a s  t h e  

BSUH Charity. Olympian Fiona Bigwood who had been 

treated at the hospital officially opened the refurbished 

areas: 

 
“The new refurbishments are such an improvement and make 

such a positive difference to patients and staff. I can’t thank 

the staff enough for the care they have provided so it is a real 

honour to be able to be officially opening the new facilities.” 

 


